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Abstract: Problem statement: One-line diagrams are widely used in electrical power systems to provide a
graphical view of state of the system and to assess its performance. Several methodologies and algorithms
have been proposed to automatically draw the power system’s one-line diagram and provide satisfactory
results for radial or small-size meshed networks. Nevertheless, actual power systems models are generally
associated to strongly meshed networks and in this case, the usage of the mentioned methodologies can
yield unsatisfactory solutions, with a great number of line crossings. Approach: This study proposes a
method that generates bus/branch one-line diagrams of meshed power systems, based on a modified version
of the Controlled Spring Embedder algorithm enhanced by the usage of physical laws and geospatial data.
Results: The methodology was tested using a portion of the Brazilian interconnected power system that
corresponds to a meshed bus/branch model with 58 nodes and 64 branches. The graphical portrayal was
obtained from the branches list of the network, firstly without the presence of geographical information and
then considering it. Conclusion: The proposed algorithm was able to evolve a graphical portrayal of the
bus/branch electric model of a power system, yielding satisfactory results. In special, geospatial data have
proved to be fundamental information, allowing the elimination of branch crossings and providing
consistent representations for a specific electrical network in 95% of the simulated cases.
Key words: One-line diagrams, power system, electric power system, graph layout, controlled spring
embedder algorithm, geospatial data, scientific visualization, bus/branch model, graph
drawing, power system monitoring, Spring Embedder (SE), Rooted Tree (RT)
diagram graphical representation is already available or
that it can be manually built using CAD (Computer
Aided Design) tools, as the electric network portrayals
illustrated in (Sun and Overbye, 2004; Li and Chiang,
1999; Mota et al., 2002; Prabha et al., 2009). However,
if the large dimension of actual power systems is
considered, the application of this kind of manual
technique can become impracticable. Besides, there are
some network studies (as the contingency analysis) that
imply in many simulations with significant topological
changes in the system. In this case, all these
modifications are reflected in the one-line diagrams and
must be represented through different networks. Using
the mentioned CAD tools, every alteration in the
network topology must be manually set, making very
difficult its utilization in this type of analysis.
Consequently, the development of methodologies to
automatic generate and visualize these diagrams is of
fundamental importance.

INTRODUCTION
One-line diagrams are widely used in a great number
of power systems analysis functions (e.g., power flow,
state estimation, contingency analysis and voltage
sensitivity analysis), yielding an overview of the current
state of the system and permitting the assessment of its
performance under specific operational conditions.
Particularly in simulations and studies, the bus/branch oneline diagram model can be considered as the most
important form to represent the electric network
(Monticelli, 1999; Arganis and Domínguez, 2008;
Kumkratug, 2010a; Taher and Besharat, 2008).
Up to date, many efforts have been made in order
to develop techniques to visualize the electrical network
and its associated variables, as shown in the references
(Sun and Overbye, 2004; Mota et al., 2002; Rao and
Deekshit, 2004; Mota et al., 2007). Nevertheless, all
these methods take into account that the one-line
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Spring Embedder (SE) algorithm is characterized by the
drawing of one-line diagrams in a total automatic way,
with no user intervention. This aspect can be considered
as an advantage in some specific studies, but for the main
users (the control center operators), it can represent a
limitation of the algorithm, since the graphical portrayal,
automatically generated, can significantly differ from the
layout desired by the operators. The Rooted Tree (RT)
algorithm allows some user intervention, but due to its
peculiar characteristics, certain system operators may
reject the final graph layout. This can occur since the
algorithm always generate a root element (root bus) on
the top of the portrayal and all other buses are located in
the draw in a top-down or left-right fashion. Finally, the
Controlled Spring Embedder (CSE) algorithm is a
modified version of the Spring Embedder algorithm that
permits user interaction. In this case, the user is
responsible for a lot of decisions, fixing and dragging
buses and this can lead to a very slow generation of the
diagram.
Despite the disadvantages of these algorithms, all
of them are able to automatically draw one-line
diagrams of radial networks or of weakly meshed
systems. However, transmission power systems are in
fact continental interconnected networks that
correspond to strongly meshed systems. In this context,
this study proposes a methodology to automatically
draw the bus/branch one-line diagram of this type of
network (strongly meshed), based on one of the
previously mentioned algorithms: the Controlled Spring
Embedder. The selection of this algorithm was founded
on the comparison among the advantages and
disadvantages related to SE, RT and CSE algorithms.
This comparison shows that in spite of CSE
disadvantages, it is able to generate one-line diagrams
with good readability (for weakly meshed networks)
and yield great user satisfaction due to its high level of
intervention. Nevertheless, in order to make its
application to strongly meshed power systems viable,
some crucial changes in the original CSE algorithm
were needed. These alterations generate a modified
version of the previously mentioned CSE algorithm: the
Enhanced Controlled Spring Embedder algorithm
(ECSE), described in the following.

Several methodologies and algorithms have been
proposed to automatically draw power systems’ oneline diagrams. References (Sun and Overbye, 2004;
Mota et al., 2002; Battista et al., 1999; Rao and
Deekshit, 2004; Mota et al., 2007; Ong et al., 2000;
Mota et al., 2007) show successful applications of these
methods.
These
results
illustrate
graphical
representations of radial networks, which commonly
correspond to distribution systems, or of small-size
meshed systems. However, large transmission power
systems are generally associated to strongly meshed
networks and, depending on the studies that need to be
made in the system, the associated bus/branch model
can significantly vary in topology, number of branches
and number of nodes. In this case, the usage of the
mentioned methodologies can yield unsatisfactory
solutions, generating a great number of line crossings.
In this context, this study proposes a method that
generates bus/branch one-line diagrams of strongly
meshed power systems, based on physical laws and
enhanced by the usage of geospatial data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generation of one-line diagrams with graph layout
techniques: The topology of a bus/branch one-line
diagram can be associated to the connections of an
undirected graph. In this case, the buses and branches
of the diagram can be respectively related to the nodes
and arcs of a graph. So, this correspondence makes
possible the usage of graph layout techniques (graph
drawing methods) to generate the one-line diagram of
an electric system. This problem can be reduced to the
generation of a graph with minimal crossings, based on
the connectivity information among the buses (network
topology data). Regarding the bus/branch one-line
diagram model, this information can be extracted from
the system nodal admittance matrix (Monticelli, 1999;
Mota et al., 2002; Kumkratug, 2010a; 2010b), where
diagonal elements define the buses and non-diagonal
elements define the branches. Though, considering
interconnected and large actual power systems (with
thousands of nodes and arcs), automatic graph drawing
is not a simple task.
Fundamental efforts were recently made to develop
or apply methods that permit the one-line diagram
automatic generation (Li and Chiang, 1999; Rao and
Deekshit, 2004; Ong et al., 2000; Mota et al., 2005;
Prabha et al., 2009). Specially, reference (Ong et al.,
2000) presents an important performance comparison
among three graph algorithms (Spring Embedder,
Rooted Tree and Controlled Spring Embedder) that
automatically yield one-line diagrams layout. The

Enhanced controlled spring embedder algorithm:
The original CSE algorithm models the graph nodes as
graph components connected by springs. Initially, these
nodes are placed in a pre-determined position and, then,
the interactions among the springs lead the graph
nodes’ positions to a state of “minimum energy”. This
state is the final graphical representation of the one-line
diagram that corresponds to the definitive placement of
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In (3), KH and L (natural branch length) are constants
defined by the user, {xa, ya} and {xb, yb} are,
respectively, the coordinates of the adjacent buses A and B
and the force FH is similar to the one that arises in a spring
when stretched or compressed, given by the Hooke’s law.
Consequently, the spring force in the ECSE algorithm can
present attractive or repulsive nature.

all graph elements (buses and branches). This state can
be achieved through the definition of attractive and
repulsive forces between pairs of components
connected by a branch (or spring). Equations (1) and (2)
define these forces:
Fa =

d2
k

(1)

−k 2
Fr =
d

Charged nodes: The charged nodes correspond to
another important modification in the CSE algorithm
proposed in this study, because they also provide
enhancements in the readability of the generated oneline diagram. In the ECSE algorithm, a force between
any pair of buses (not only adjacent buses) can be
defined as in Eq. 4.

(2)

Where:
Fa = The attractive force between neighboring
components
Fr = The repulsive force between every pair of
components and
D = The actual distance between two graph nodes

FC =

The user variable k is the desired ideal distance
between components, because when d is equal to k,
the sum of the attractive and repulsive forces cancels
each other.
These forces must be determined for each graph
element. However, the user can define fixed
components that will not be subjected to forces
computation. Hence, for these components, Fa = Fr = 0.
When applied to strongly meshed systems, the CSE
algorithm presents some problems related to a
fundamental requirement of graph drawing algorithms:
the readability of the generated graphical
representation. A diagram is readable if its meaning can
be well inferred from the way it is drawn (Ong et al.,
2000). So, changes in the original CSE algorithm were
implemented to enhance this requirement. The next
subsections present all the implemented modifications.

(

( xa − xb )

2

+ ( ya − yb )

2

)

2

2

(4)

In (4), {xa, ya} and {xb, yb} are, respectively, the
coordinates of buses A and B and the force FC is similar
to the electrostatic force between two punctiform
bodies with charges of same polarity (given by the
Coulomb’s law). λ is a non-null constant defined by the
user, particularly important when considering the usage
of geospatial data, as will be described in the following.
KC is a user-defined constant that emulates hypothetical
electrical charges QA and QB associated to the nodes.
Iterative node displacement and user intervention:
The objective of the ECSE algorithm is to automatically
generate the one-line diagram of a strongly meshed
system. Since the one-line diagram is a graphic
representation with only two dimensions, this goal can
be achieved by finding the coordinates {xi, yi}
associated to the location of each bus i. Then, the
branches can be depicted using these coordinates as
references. If random initial values for the coordinates
are adopted, an iterative sequence of adjustments must
be made to find an optimal position for each bus, based
on the application of Eq. 3 and 4.
These adjustments are made in terms of horizontal
and vertical displacements Δxi and Δyi for the coordinates
xi and yi, of each node i in the network. For a force F
between two buses A and B, these displacements can be
determined, at each iteration, by Eq. 5 and 6:

Spring length: In the conventional CSE algorithm, the
distance between two graph nodes is defined by d.
Nevertheless, the distance between the nodes in the
graph representation corresponds to the spring length
and consequently to the branch length in the one-line
diagram. So, there is a correspondence between these
quantities and this fact can be used to enhance the
readability of the generated one-line diagram. The
ECSE algorithm, proposed in this study, suggests the
definition of springs’ lengths according to the natural
length of the corresponding branches. Hence, if the user
defines these lengths, the generated graphical portrayal
can become more similar to the desired one, enhancing
the user satisfaction.
So, the force FH associated to a pair of adjacent
buses (A and B) can be determined using Eq. (3).
FH = K H . L −

KC

λ + ( x a − x b ) + ( ya − yb )

(3)
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Δx A =

( xa − xb )
.F; Δx B = −Δx A
2
2
( x a − x b ) + ( ya − yb )

(5)

Δy A =

( ya − y b )
.F ; Δy B = −Δy A
2
2
( x a − x b ) + ( ya − y b )

(6)
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After iteration starts, F assumes the values of forces
FH and FC, in Eq. 5 and 6. That means the displacements
must be determined twice for each pair of nodes: firstly
using FH and then using FC, in the previous equations. All
displacements are calculated for all nodes. The nodes
graphical coordinates are then adjusted, using the net value
for the displacement in each node and the graphical
portrayal of the network is updated. The iteration is then
finished and, if necessary, another one can begin.
This iterative process proceeds until all the
incremental adjustments are smaller than a predefined
tolerance or a maximum number of iterations is
reached. During this iterative procedure, the ECSE
algorithm allows the user intervention to fix the graph
components. This is also a modification that contributes
to enhance the one-line diagram readability, since the
conventional CSE algorithm does not include the
possibility of this intervention along its processing.
Usage of geospatial data: As pointed before, the CSE
algorithm has a disadvantage, when compared to other
graph layout techniques: the time needed to generate
the diagram is significantly increased due the need of
user interaction. In this case, the user makes most of the
decisions about the graphical location and mobility of
the network components through mouse clicking and
dragging operations.
In order to minimize the time required to obtain the
final graphical representation, the amount of user
interaction must be reduced. In this study, this goal was
achieved by linking geographical location (geospatial
information) to the electrical data, generating
corresponding graphical coordinates that can be used as
an initial point for the ECSE algorithm. This association
is direct, since each element (bus or branch) has a nonambiguous correspondence to a physical system
apparatus. The system apparatus, in their turn, possess an
unique geographic position. These locations can be
derived, for instance, from the worldwide radionavigation system Global Positioning System (GPS).
Just as the systems apparatus, each network
component also possesses a unique geographic position.
However, one can encounter some difficulties in
obtaining the geospatial data related to all network
components, especially in large electric power systems.
In this situation, the location of the system facilities (that
correspond to groups of apparatus and equipment) can be
used to determine the coordinates of singular
components. For example, the geospatial data of a
substation can be used to localize all of its internal buses,
if there is no information about the individual location
of these buses.

Fig. 1: Nodes placement algorithm
By adopting this approach, the initial network
representation will present coincidences in the location of
some buses. In this case, the conventional CSE algorithm
will present a severe problem related to the forces among
the networks elements, for equations that depend on the
distance between buses cannot be determined. By other
hand, the proposed ECSE algorithm can provide a
solution for these forces when the distance between a
pair of elements is null, by the usage of the constant λ
previously defined in Eq. 4. That makes the usage of
geospatial data feasible with the ECSE algorithm, even
when
there
are
overlapped
buses.
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Fig. 2: Conceptual data model of the transmission system components considering their bus/branch representation

Fig. 3: Conceptual data model of the relations among the transmission system components and geospatial information
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The ECSE complete algorithm is represented in
Fig. 1 and it is related to the buses placement stage of
the one-line diagram generating process. After this
stage, the diagram can be prepared for line routing.
In this context, several efficient routing algorithms
can be used, such as the Lee and Maze algorithms and
the HighTower algorithm (Ong et al., 2000; Hoel et al.,
1976), so, in this study, the results focus in the
placement of the network nodes.

Table 1: Geospatial information provided for the algorithm
Geographical region
Buses
Northwest
5651, 5652, 5653
North-central
5458, 5428, 5411
Northeast
5621, 5401, 5413
Southwest
5452, 5453
South-central
5421
Not available
All the remaining buses

Outline of the approach: The following steps
summarize the methodology proposed in this study:
Step A: Obtain the topology (connections relations) of
the power systems elements (buses and
branches). The conceptual data model of the
power system components adopted in this
study
considering
the
bus/branch
representation, obtained from reference (Mota
et al., 2005), is shown in Fig. 2.
Step B: Add to this topology information, geospatial
data related to the network elements
(substations, towers), as shown by the
conceptual data model (Mota et al., 2005)
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Step C: Application
of
ECSE
algorithm
to
automatically generate the one-line diagram.

Fig. 4: Brazilian sub-system branches list

RESULTS
The proposed algorithm was executed on a portion of
the Brazilian interconnected power system. The branches
list associated to this network is shown in Fig. 4.
As can be inferred from the branches list, 58 nodes
and 64 branches compose this system’s bus/branch
network.
Without
geospatial
information,
the
corresponding graph presents several branch crossings and
superposition of nodes, as shown in Fig. 5. Also, there is a
multiplicity of one-line representations, when different
executions of the visualization algorithm are considered,
e.g., the user obtain a different graphic representation of
the network every time the algorithm is executed.
When the algorithm is executed considering
geospatial information for the buses, the results are
better, even when the data is available only for a few
buses, as presented in Table 1.
In this case, the initial representation, in the
presence of geospatial information, is shown in Fig. 6.
As expected, nodes that represent network buses that
are in the same geographical region were drawn as
superposed bars. However, due the physical laws that
govern the algorithm, after a few iterations the graphic
representation of the network becomes as shown in Fig. 7.
100 simulations were made with this subsystem. In the
presence of geospatial data, the graphic representation
converged to one similar to the network shown in Fig. 7 in
95% of all results obtained from the algorithm executions.

Fig. 5: Network diagram generated without geospatial
information

Fig. 6: Brazilian
sub-system
one-line
diagram
generated with geospatial information-initial
representation
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In this context, geospatial data have proved to be
fundamental information, allowing the complete
elimination of crossings in many cases, as demonstrated
by the results of this study. Its usage has also the benefit
of consistent diagram generation for a specific power
system model, improving the similarity among
graphical representations generated in different
executions of the ECSE algorithm.
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